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Artstream Project – a magnificent

multi-faceted arts hub, is a facility
in central Edmonton bringing
artists from many disciplines
together.

We desire to create a very special
place where creativity can flourish.
We believe that great art requires
authentic, supportive, dynamic
and resilient community. As
artists, we do not create well in
isolation. Bringing our resources
together allows each to work in
their strength. When collaboration
happens extraordinary things are
possible.
At Artstream, we want to do more
than create a place to work, we

want to create a place to thrive.
That way, we all are better able to
spread our creativity and make an
even greater contribution to our
city’s diversity and prosperity.
Within the Artstream Project you
will find features that aim to serve
the various needs of the artist: a
collaborative creative community
space where you are able to gather
with other artists; several meeting
rooms where you can work with
clients or small groups; a gallery/
show space; workshop space;
teaching studio; individual and
group studio space; secure art
storage; and complete art printing
and support services. All this and

more, conveniently located next
to green space and close to the
downtown core.
Long-term lease, monthly,
scheduled and occasional contracts
are available. Studio spaces are
limited, so reserve today.

Flourish
A place to

Artstream project

• Studio Rentals

–– Studio rentals for art creation and production.
24/7 access for leaseholders.
–– Short term space may be available (depending
on demand) for that special project.

• Studio for a day

–– Computer or hands-on space available on
a scheduled or drop-in basis. Lockers are
available to stow gear.

• Art Sales and Shows

–– On-line store designed to sell art at artstream.
ca. (December 1) with dynamic pricing,
uploading, printing and shipping.
–– Over 240 feet of wall space for shows and
displays.

• Meeting Rooms

–– Suitable for training, board or planning
meetings.
–– Smaller day use only meeting room available

• Photo/Video Studios

–– 35 x 40 bay with vehicle access, 35 foot ceiling
and catwalks.
–– Upper studio of 17 x 35 with high ceilings and
neutral walls.

• Art Reproduction

–– High quality archival art reproduction to extend
your reach and increase income.

• Teaching / Workshop Rentals

–– A number of options for teaching and workshop
space to meet the needs of your group. Contact
us for details.

• WIFI
• Community

–– Events and environment to meet, collaborate,
explore and grow.
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A collaborative, creative space
for ideas to develop and
art to take flight
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